
ACROSS
1 Noise I make if I'm a

horny cartoon tom cat
and I see a lady cat with
a huge fluffy tail and
red lipstick and smoke
pours out of my ears

7 *swipes left so gd fast*

15 Person who might
speak with a 20-Down,
in movies

16 "Um probably no"

17 What men who have sex
with men should be
able to do, vis-a-vis
blood

18 "So you're telling me..."

19 Old-timey pharmacist

21 Type of fair (ok fine
FAIRE) with huge turkey
legs

22 Rollerball gloss target

23 "Frankly, my dear, I
don't give ___" (beaver
quote, probably)

24 Opening that Melissa
Etheridge invites you to
crawl through  (reader,
don't act like you
wouldn't, because you
totally would)

27 Dutch cheeses

29 Greek goddess whose
names anagrams to one
of her daughters

32 Nathan who rules the
rink

36 "___ más" (request from
someone who lives
más, probably)

37 Flat earthers' habitat?

39 Hangover panacea that
meatdaddy and
kateschmate tragically
can't share because
meatdaddy puts
ketchup on theirs?!?!?

42 ___, Now Shake Ya Butt,
a Japanther album
which has art of a
sphinx head

43 Commission that
doesn't seem to
actually protect or
enforce the rights of
marginalized workers

44 aPEEling cousin of an
onion (get it? it's a pun.
everyone, do you get the
joke? hello?)

45 Weaving tool used by
Penelope in The
Odyssey

46 KISS MY ___

48 Insanely sexy
saxophone player
(reader, don't act like
you wouldn't, because
you totally would)

50 Blood oath, e.g.

54 Play ___scotch

57 "i guess [Speedwagon
initials] or whatever
blahhhhhhhh"
-kateschmate

58 Features of great big
tree trunks that when
you're a kid you think
you can take your
blanket and your
favorite stuffies into
and live there

61 What Scott Stapp might
greet you with

64 Like curdled milk or
99% of politicians

65 Clears up

66 Guy Fieri's facial hair
situation

67 Martin with white hair
and thick-rimmed
glasses. Oh and he
directs movies

68 Some Fenders,
familiarly

DOWN
1 They do dirty deeds dirt

cheap

2 Dumb word you would
be terrified to hear your
gynocologist say

3 Had, because
capitalism

4 Thanks, ___

5 "Ready spaghetti
Freddy"

6 "The Crows Have ___ III:
The Crowening," if it
was a procedural about
gathering votes in the
crow senate

7 Bop

8 Rhinestones, e.g.

9 Like Tony Soprano in
his driveway drinking
orange juice

10 Straight up?

11 Elmo's rightful home
afaic

12 Gawande who wrote
"Being Mortal"

13 iPhone bot that I *will*
ask to fart over and
over

14 "___ Up" / "___ Up 2: The
Streets" / "___ Up 3D" /
"___ Up Revolution" /
"___ Up: All In" / "___ Up:
Year of the Dance"

20 Twing-___ (subgenre of
Sufjan Stevens music)

25 What's depicted in an
ekphrastic poem

26 God of Crossweird fame

28 This puzzle, for one (ha
ha, "for one," that's
ironic)

30 Fencing variety that
Kate's nephew isn't
doing "because it's
more work" than the
others

31 Church part that
probably gets talked
about in "Pillars of the
Earth" because it's
about building a
cathedral but I don't
know for sure because I
quit 400 pages in. THAT
BOOK SUCKS

32 Acronym about
inflicting pain or
alleviating it, depending
on who you ask

33 Kind of YouTube video
showing off all the cool
merch you bought from
Dunkin' Donuts (R)

34 Prefix that seems so
similar to exo- but I
guess they're different?

35 "WHY would you do
that"

37 Get off ___-free

38 Sound you might make
at the sight of a mouse
(but not a roach,
because the only sound
to make then is "welp, I
guess I have to move")

40 69 or XXX, e.g.

41 Horse hello

46 Tiny people who
probably live in a
mushroom

47 Comfy sitting position
for corgis

49 Chutzpah

51 Place to experience
some godhead

52 Terra___ Army
(2300-year-old Chinese
group that should
honestly be considered
one of the wonders of
the world??)

53 Shaq's iconic "im at
knots berry farms n my
butts 2 big 2 fit in da
seats on ride. ahhhhhh
(dats me yellin)," for
example

54 ___ dervs? Dourves?
d'oeuvres? don't make
me spell it

55 Gassy group
56 North American

currency
59 Assns., etc.
60 Mario Paint system
62 Or, but make it fancy
63 "ok so the truth is i was

trying to come up with a
more fun cluing angle
for this while half
asleep the other day &
the only thing i could
immediately think of
was "sexy, sexy,
eggman". like the sonic
villain. & then i laughed
& fell asleep"
-meatdaddy

Lemme get uhhh... meatdaddy and kateschmate, obviously
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